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Abstract 

One of the key components of an aluminum reduction cell design is 
the potshell design. The potshell must be designed in such a way 
that it will not deform excessively in operation and will remain as 
much as possible in elastic deformation mode. Yet, over-designed 
potshell are very costly. So, it is important to achieve a design 
where all sections are getting their fair share of the total load and 
are being charged close to their elastic limit. 

It is obviously impossible to achieve such an optimal potshell 
design without extensive use of mathematical modeling tools. 
Three such tools are presented here in order of complexity namely 
the "empty shell", the "almost empty shell" and the "half empty 
shell" ANSYS® based thermo-mechanical models. Results are 
presented for each model, both in elastic and plastic modes, as well 
as required CPU times. 

Introduction 

As quoted in [1], a well-designed shell is supposed to withstand the 
internal forces induced by thermal and chemical changes in the 
reduction cell. The thermal changes are quite straightforward to 
assess if a complementary thermo-electric model is available [2]. 
The effect of those thermal changes of the cell can be separated into 
two elements. First, the effect of the thermal changes that occurs in 
the potshell itself is straightforward to assess. Second, the effect of 
the thermal changes that occur in the lining: this one is much more 
difficult to assess due to the complexity of the material properties 
involved. 

As for the chemical changes, they are the consequence of sodium 
penetration into the carbon cathode blocks. This sodium 
penetration makes the carbon swell and hence, the cathode blocks 
expand chemically. Unfortunately, the physic of that chemical 
expansion is not well understood. The key references on that 
subjects are Rapoport [3] and Dewing [4]. According to Dewing, 
the stress-strain relationship of the sodium swelling of the carbon 

£-010 ka 
(1) 

where: £ is the carbon strain at equilibrium 
£0 is the carbon free expansion strain 
0 is the compressive stress in the carbon 
k is a constant 

Furthermore, Dewing [4] has estimated k to be equal to 6.4E-4 
when (7 is expressed in PSI, which corresponds to 0.092825 when 
0 is expressed in MPa. On the other hand, £ 0 the carbon free 

expansion strain varies a lot depending on the carbon grade and 
quality. 3% is a typical value for 20% semi-graphitic cathode 
grade, which is about ten times more that the thermal expansion. 

Figure 1 presents the Dewing strain-stress relationship for a 
cathode block having a 3% free expansion strain. For comparison, 
a typical thermal expansion strain-stress relationship is also 
presented. 

Dewing strain-stress relationship 
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Figure 1: Dewing strain-stress relationship 

Dewing [4] has also established the sodium diffusion coefficient to 
be equal to 4E-5 cm2/s, which corresponds to 3.456E-4 m2/day. 
Figure 2 presents the corresponding sodium saturation for a typical 
45 cm thick cathode block for the full block thickness after 10, 20, 
40 and 80 days. 

Sodium saturation after 10, 20, 40 and 80 days 
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Figure 2: Sodium saturation in a 45 cm cathode block vs. depth 
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Curves presented in Figure 2 can be obtained by numerically 
solving the diffusion partial differential equation: 

S2C 1 SC 

Sx: D St 
(2) 

Alternatively, it is possible to use the analytical solution of that 
diffusion equation also presented by Dewing [4]: 

C=CM-
1 1T- -sin 

(2n + l)wc 
2h exp 

(2w + l ) ^ 
In 

Figure 3 presents the corresponding sodium saturation for the same 
typical 45 cm thick cathode block, this time at x = %, ¥i and % of 
the total block thickness as function of time as computed by 
Equation 3. Figures 2 and 3 show that it takes about 80 days for 
the sodium diffusion front to reach the bottom of the cathode block 
and about 1000 days for the cathode block to be fully saturated in 
sodium from top to bottom. 
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3: Sodium saturation in a 45 cm cathode block vs time 

In summary, the potshell needs to withstand from start-up time the 
internal forces induced by the thermal changes and in addition, 
gradually over a period of about 1000 days, the internal forces 
induced by the chemical changes. To complicate further the matter, 
the intensity of those internal chemical forces will depend on the 
rigidity of the potshell structure itself. 

Historical background 

Considering all this, various types of mathematical modeling tools 
have been developed in order to assist potshell design optimization 
work. The ideal situation should allow to include all the physics 
described above in a comprehensive model and to obtain fast and 
accurate predictions from it. Speed, in addition to accuracy, is 
required to be able to use any model to analyze various design 
proposals relatively efficiently and hence converge on the optimum 
potshell design in an acceptable time frame. 

Historically, this type of model was developed in the late 80 's at 
Alcan International by a group of experts under the leadership of 
the author. Unfortunately, not much of that huge R&D effort was 
published at that time. Yet, Read [5] presented that model at a 
1990 supercomputer symposium in Montreal. Figure 1 of [5] 
shows that the model includes the potshell and about half of the 
lining material. Only the lining material directly under the cathode 

blocks is left out of the model geometry. For reason that will soon 
become obvious, we shall name that type of model the "half empty 
shell" type of model. The fact that that model was presented in a 
supercomputing symposium and that we can read in [5] that "the 
computational task, even in CRAY terms, is staggeringly large" 
clearly indicates that the hope to be able to use that type of model 
as an efficient design tool was not achieved at the time. 

On the other end of the spectrum, also historically, the "empty 
shell" type of model was successfully being used to improve 
existing potshell design as reported in [6] or to quickly analyze 
potshell design options like in [7] per example. As its name 
indicates, that type of model only represents the geometry of the 
potshell itself, which contribute to significantly reduce the 
computational requirements. Yet, as it rely on an assumed internal 
load, that type of model cannot take into account the relationship 
that exist between the potshell rigidity and the intensity of the 
internal forces. 

This is why a third type of model has been developed in the early 
90's [1,8]. In that type of model, the lining material between the 
potshell and the cathode blocks is represented in addition to the 
potshell itself hence the name "almost empty shell". In that third 
type of model, instead of using an assumed internal load, an 
iterative process ensures that the imposed internal load lies exactly 
on the Dewing strain-stress relationship automatically ensuring that 
a more rigid potshell is getting a larger internal load. 

Almost 20 years after the initial development of these three types of 
potshell mechanical models, hardware capabilities have increased 
radically. A model that was way to big to be considered an efficient 
design tool at the time might become practical. For that reason, it 
is a good thing to revisit those three types of potshell mechanical 
models and reassess their relative merits as efficient potshell design 
tools. 

"Empty shell" potshell model 

The "empty shell" thermo-mechanical potshell model, like the 
other two types of models for that matter, is based on the usage of 
the quadrilateral Finite Strain shell element (SHELL181) in the 
commercial code ANSYS® [7]. The temperature distribution 
obtained from the full cell quarter thermo-electric model [2] is 
applied as a body load to the entire potshell structure. Also for all 
three types of model, it is possible to solve the mechanical problem 
only by considering the elastic properties of the potshell steel 
structure or to consider in addition the temperature dependent 
isotropic hardening von Mises plasticity behavior of the potshell 
steel structure using the MISO non-linear hardening option in 
ANSYS® [7]. 

All this is relatively straightforward to setup, but there is still the 
internal forces generated from the thermal and chemical lining 
expansion to be specified as boundary conditions in the model. 
Obviously, model boundary conditions are model inputs, while 
those internal forces are a priori unknown and depend on the 
potshell structural rigidity. The historical approach to this problem 
is to rely on a database of past model validation exercises to define 
an internal pressure (or forces) loading scheme based on the 
cathode block size and position relative to the potshell. That 
loading scheme is at best semi-empirical and is typically considered 
as a trade secret, so it is never presented in publications. 

Of course, having to prescribe the value of the internal pressure (or 
forces) loading as boundary conditions, regardless of the quality 
and quantity of previous field measurement campaigns and 
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subsequent model validation exercises, is a serious weakness. The 
internal forces that will develop in a new potshell and lining design 
will depend on that new potshell structural rigidity, on the sodium 
swelling characteristics of the grade of cathode blocks selected, and 
on the materials between the blocks and the potshell as previously 
discussed. 

It may be a serious disadvantage, but the corresponding advantage 
is the fact that this type of model can be solved much more rapidly 
than the other two types of potshell mechanical models available. 
Per example, the "empty shell" demo potshell model using only 
elastic steel properties presented in Figure 4 took only 150 CPU 
seconds to solve on a 64 bits dual core Intel Centrino T9300 Dell 
Precision M6300 portable computer running ANSYS® 11.0 
version. 

Figure 4: Elastic mode "empty shell" demo potshell model 

The "empty shell" demo potshell model using elasto-plastic steel 
properties presented in Figure 5 took 11 times more CPU to solve, 
but still this is only 1706 CPU seconds or 28 CPU minutes. 
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Figure 5: Plastic mode "empty shell" demo potshell model 

"Almost empty shell" potshell model 

Clearly, a 30 minutes response time is not a problem, so the "empty 
shell" potshell model would be the perfect design tool if we could 
trust that the appropriate internal loads have been applied and 
hence that the correct potshell deflection has been calculated. 

This relatively small turnaround time is opening the door to the 
option of spending more CPU time in order to increase the 
accuracy of the model prediction and still having an efficient 
design tool. In the "almost empty shell" model type, this is 
achieved by adding the lining geometry between the potshell walls 
and the cathode blocks all around the potshell and by applying a 
pressure loading as boundary condition at the carbon block/side 
lining interface that is lying on the Dewing strain-stress 
relationship (i.e. that represents the carbon block equilibrium 
condition). In order to be able to do so, a new convergence 
numerical scheme external to the ANSYS solver must be setup [1]. 
Starting from an assumed initial internal load, the task of that 
external convergence loop is to converge toward that cathode block 
equilibrium condition pressure loading for each element face of the 
carbon block/side lining interface. 

It turns out that that can be achieved by using an under-relaxation 
numerical scheme in about 20 iterations adding about the same 
factor to the "almost empty shell" type model solution time 
compared to the "empty shell" type model. Per example, the 
"almost empty shell" demo potshell model solved in elastic 
properties mode presented in Figure 6 took 3898 seconds CPU or 
65 minutes CPU to solve while the "almost empty shell" demo 
potshell model solved in plastic properties mode presented in 
Figure 7 took 27524 seconds CPU or 7.6 hours CPU to solve. 

von Mises Stress 
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Individual element face strain-stress location on the Dewing curve 
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Figure 6: Elastic mode "almost empty shell" demo potshell 
model 
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Figure 7: Plastic mode "almost empty shell" demo potshell model 

It is interesting to notice that there is a lot less difference between 
the potshell deflection of the elastic and plastic properties modes 
results in the case of the "almost empty shell" model type as 
compared to the "empty shell" model type. This result can easily 
be explained by the fact that the internal load of the "almost empty 
shell" model type has automatically adjusted itself proportionally to 
the potshell structure rigidity has it can be seen in Figures 8 and 9. 
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Figure 8: Elastic mode "almost empty shell" internal pressure load 
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Figure 9: Plastic mode "almost empty shell" internal pressure load 

An overnight turn-around time is certainly not as convenient as a 
30 minutes one, but it might be well worth if the accuracy of the 
model prediction and hence the model reliability as a design tool is 
significantly increased. 

"Half empty shell" potshell model 

Historically, the "almost empty shell" potshell model type has been 
developed after the "empty shell" and the "half empty shell" 
potshell model types as a compromise between model turn-around 
time and model accuracy. At the time, the potshell model type that 
was considered as the most accurate, the "half empty shell" potshell 
model was taking far too much CPU time to solve even on 
expensive supercomputer. Today, despite the success of the 
"almost empty shell" potshell model type to offer that compromise, 
it is a good time to reevaluate the value of the "half empty shell" 
potshell model type as a design tool. 
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In addition to the lining material located between the potshell walls 
and the cathode carbon blocks already present in the "almost empty 
shell" potshell model type, the "half empty shell" potshell model 
type also includes the geometry of the cathode blocks themselves. 
As already briefly described in [5], the Dewing sodium expansion 
behavior of the cathode blocks is treated in ANSYS® as a "creep-
like" behavior. By definition, this means that it is required to solve 
that model in transient mode following the build-up of the sodium 
concentration in the cathode blocks from start-up to around 1000 
days of operation where the cathode blocks get fully saturated in 
sodium. This way, the model computes the incremental build-up of 
the strain-stress relationship due to the gradual and non-uniform 
carbon swelling generated from the gradual increase in the sodium 
concentration in the cathode blocks and also to the gradual and 
non-uniform restraining effect of the potshell on the cathode blocks 
sodium expansion. Of course, this must be done using relatively 
small time steps hence the huge CPU time requirement. 

The setup of the model in ANSYS® and the optimization of the 
time steps size represent a serious model development and testing 
effort, yet fortunately, the bulk of the R&D model development 
work had already been done about 20 years ago! Reference [5] 
reports 90 MFLOPS of sustained performance on solving such a 
model using ANSYS® 4.4a on a CRAY X-MP/24. We can now 
report 6000 MFLOPS of sustained performance while solving a 
similar model using the SPARSE solver available in ANSYS® 11 
on the 64 bits dual core Intel Centrino T99300 Dell Precision 
M6300 portable computer. This huge increase in MFLOPS is due 
to improvements in both the hardware and the software side. On 
the software side, Reference [5] reports delays caused by huge I/O 
activities and corresponding huge I/O wait time. With the use of 
the SPARSE solver available in ANSYS® 11.0, it is possible to 
solve the model in-core using 2.4 GB of RAM out of the 4.0 GB of 
RAM available on the computer. Furthermore, because it is a dual 
core computer and ANSYS® solver is using both processors, the 
CPU time and elapse time are about equal most of the time. 

Despite the software side improvements, solving a "half empty 
shell" potshell model still requires a lot of computer power, clearly, 
all the computing resources available on the Dell M6300 were 
required. Solving the "half empty shell" demo potshell model in 
elastic properties mode presented in Figure 8 took 25,335 CPU 
seconds or 7.0 CPU hours which is 6.5 times more than what was 
required to solve the "almost empty shell" demo potshell model in 
elastic properties mode. Solving the "half empty shell" demo 
potshell model in plastic properties mode presented in Figure 9 
took 103842 CPU seconds or 1.2 CPU days which is 3.8 times 
more than what was required to solve the "almost empty shell" 
demo potshell model in plastic properties mode. It is interesting to 
note that the CRAY X-MP/24 would have required about 80 CPU 
days to solve the save model at 90 MFLOPS, which could explain 
why Figure 1 of [5] presents model results after 60 days of cathode 
life only! 

von Mises Stress (MPa) 

Total displacement (m) 

Figure 8: Elastic mode "half empty shell" demo potshell model 
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Figure 9: Plastic mode "half empty shell" demo potshell model 

Both in elastic and in elasto-plastic property mode, the results of 
the "almost empty shell" and the "half empty shell" potshell model 
are quite similar, yet, in both cases, the "half empty shell" potshell 
model predicts less side deflection because the "half empty shell" 
model type also predicts a significant cathode panel upward 
deflection accommodating part of that cathode panel expansion 
which is of course not accounted for by the "almost empty shell" 
model type. It is important to point out that that cathode panel 
upward deflection has an impact on the MHD cell stability as 
demonstrated in [9] and only the solution of an "half empty shell" 
potshell model type generates the data required to account for that 
cathode panel upward deflection in the MHD cell stability model. 

Conclusions 

Three types of ANSYS® based thermo-mechanical potshell models 
have been presented and described in details. Nowadays, all three 
types of models can be used as potshell design tools. 
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The "empty shell" potshell model type has by far the fastest turn 
around time which is very convenient to be able to quickly 
investigate potshell design alternatives. Unfortunately, its ability to 
make accurate predictions outside of the narrow range of 
conditions where it has been validated is very questionable. 

The "almost empty shell" potshell model type is offering a much 
wider applicability range as it will automatically adjust the internal 
load as function of the grade of cathode blocks selected and of the 
rigidity of the potshell structure. Still, by avoiding to simulate the 
1000 days gradual sodium diffusion and gradual carbon swelling in 
a transient solution, it offers an overnight turn-around time for a 
very little loss of accuracy. 

The "half empty shell" potshell model type is the most accurate 
model type of the three presented because it incorporates all the 
known physics of the cathode block sodium expansion phenomena 
affecting the potshell deformation in addition to the thermal 
expansion. Still, the accuracy of the third model type is not 
absolute because even more complex phenomena could be added to 
the model as discussed in [10] and [11] per example. In particular, 
the complex behavior of the ramming paste in the big joint during 
the preheat and early operation period, completely neglected in the 
current study, would affect the predicted potshell displacement. 

Yet, adding even more complex phenomena will further increase 
the model turn-around time which at 1.2 CPU days is already 
exceeding the overnight turn-around time that could be considered 
as the practical upper limit for an efficient design tool, at least 
when using a 64 bits dual cure Intel Centrino T9300 Dell Precision 
M6300 computer as the number cruncher. 

Finally, until the day where the turn-around time of the "half empty 
shell" potshell model type would be reduced to mere minutes as it 
will become maybe 20 years from now (after all it was 80 days on a 
CRAY X-MP/24 supercomputer 20 years ago), it could be argued 
that all three types of potshell models have their places in the 
potshell designer toolbox as sometimes turn-around time matter 
more than accuracy and sometimes not. 
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